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READ OUR SUPER
NEWS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Ben M got a new game called Sky
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Landers Giants and he got some Lego.
(Cool!!)



Ciara got Make Up and Hana Beads and
saw her cousins. She had the best

Christmas EVER!
(Cool!!)

Niall got a Plasma TV for Christmas (Cool!!)
Áine got a blue Furby (Awsome!!)
Anna Cass went to Mayo (Cool!!)
Ellie went to her Aunt’s house (hope you had a
good time)
Emerald got a Quad and a Motor Bike for
Christmas (AWSOME!!)







Kayleigh’s sister Molly got Hangman.
She got a phone and so did Sariah. Her
brothers, Jack and Caden got toy
tractors Christmas. (Have fun with
them!!)






Katie got an X-Box for Christmas and
LOADS of sweets. (Yummy!!)





Molly saw Santa in her garden. She got
makeup and The Magic Tooth Fairy
Game (Fun)





James got a Tablet, a skateboard and a
Olly Murs CD. (Cool)



Sarah C got a BIG teddy. (WOW!)



Cian got all the presents he wanted
(We hope!)



Chloe A went on the Santa Train
TWICE! (Lucky her!)



Chloe D got a tablet and an art set
(COOL!)
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TIPS OF THE WEEK
Never flip a plastic coin!!
NEVER chase a rooster (They bite the hips
off ya!)
NEVER stick your finger in a gerbil or
hamster cage (They bite you!)
NEVER eat a maggot (Unless you’re on ‘I’m a
Celebrity Get me Out of Here’)
NEVER let a Furby sleep for a month!! (It
gets angry!!)
NEVER push hard on a Yop lid!!!!!!!!!
NEVER forget a friendship hug!!!!!!!!!!! (Áine
and Ellen do it EVERY DAY!!)
BENS ANIMAL FACTS
 This week’s animal is a…

“Bush Baby”
The Bush Baby lives in Africa, they are like
wild squirrels!
The Bush Baby has beady eyes and a
sensitive tail. If you squeeze their tails you
could break their tail bones!
Bush Babies live in shrubs or Palm trees and
are nocturnal creatures
They eat tree sap and dragon flies!

Breaking News: Rebecca’s auntie is having a baby!!!
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